
Hedland Camera Club 
Exhibitions 2019 

Month Topic Submission Date Exhibition Date 

Jan Monochrome Wed 22-Jan-20 Wed 5-Feb-20 

Brief: Show us your world through tinted glasses. 
Hint: Use one colour to show the object of your passion. 

Feb Water Wed 19-Feb-20 Wed 4-Mar-20 

Brief:  Anything that has water as the focus. 
Hint:  Let your creative juices flow. Tale a photograph with water as the main subject. A river, 

stream, the ocean, a dam, raindrops falling from leaves. 

Mar Minimal Wed 18-Mar-20 Wed 1-Apr-20 

Brief:  Get us interested in a scene with the least number of visual elements. 
Hint:  Keep it simple. Focus solely on the smallest number of objects to tell a story. Less is more. 

Simple lines, strong shadows, contrasting colours, lone subjects. 

Apr Abstract Wed 22-Apr-20 Wed 6-May-20 

Brief:  Make the viewer look at the subject in a different way. 
Hint:  Pay attention to composition. Put some thought into the order, placement and balance 

between shapes, patterns, textures and even colours. 

May Open Wed 20-May-20 Wed 3-Jun-20 

Brief:  Your choice of subject 
Hint:  Choose something that you find easy to photograph and experiment with your camera to 

take that fantastic shot. 

Jun Food Wed 17-Jun-20 Wed 1-Jul-20 

Brief:  Have some fun with food, the ingredients, styling or food related scenes. 
Hint:  Take an attractive still life photograph of food. Make it fun and appealing. 

Jul Suspended Movement Wed 22-Jul-20 Wed 5-Aug-20 

Brief:  Freeze a split second. 
Hint:  Capture your subject mid-action. Let the viewer imagine what happens when you 

‘unpause’ the movement. 

Aug Sport Wed 19-Aug-20 Wed 2-Sep-20 

Brief:  Show a sport in action. Capture the action moment.  A Sport you enjoy. 
Hint:  Players training. A game in action. Anything that tells the viewer a story of what they are 

looking at. 

Sep Green Wed 23-Sep-20 Wed 7-Oct-20 

Brief:  The colour green - Your subject(s) must scream Green! You are allowed minimal other 
colours however the viewer must see your intent with the topic brief. 

Hint:  There’s lots of green things in the world around us…jump into GOOGLE and search “Green 
Things”, you’ll be amazed!  How will you create an image that wows the judge? 

Oct Animals Wed 21-Oct-20 Wed 4-Nov-20 

Brief:  Show the animals that make you happy. 
Hint:  Pets are often a source of much enjoyment. 

 


